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Quarterly Journal of the Shropshire Caving & Mining Club Summer Issue No: 2004.2

Library Additions
North Wales Caving Club:
Newsletter 290, March-April-May
2004 - includes item on Anglesey
Caves.
Stone Chat: Newsletter of Norfolk
Mineral & Lapidary Society. Vol. 24
No.3 Spring 2004. . Has an item on
slag minerals plus a very apt article
on re-opening the entrance to
Cwmystwyth Level Fawr and the
fitting of a 10ft. long,  670mm
diameter Polypipe “Agritwin” with an
expected life of 100 years!
Vol. 24 No.4 Summer 2004 - items on
Laxey Wheel, metal detectors, and
Charmouth fossils.
Mendip Caving Group: Newsletters
Nos. 310 to 318 (October 2002 to
January 2004).

Paintings for Auction
The present Landlord of the “Last
Inn”, Church Aston, (where the club
held it’s meetings for a number of
years), has donated the two
paintings by Malcom Newton, which
used to hang in the pub, back to the
club.

Following a discussion at the May
club meeting it was decided to
auction the pictures at the Annual
Dinner in October with the proceeds
going to the “Rescue fund”.

If you don’t already own one of
Malcom’s fabulous pictures then this
is your chance, as well as helping the
Rescue fund.

Above: No.1 Shaft, The Rock Mine, Ketley
1964

Right: The Compressor House
(Snailbeach), 1976.

Roof Fall - Level Fawr
Following the West Brecon Cave
Rescue event at Cwmystwyth Lead
Mines over the weekend of 19th-20th
June, 3 Club members entered Level
Fawr to check out reports from
members of the Aberystwyth Caving
Club of a large roof fall in this level.

The fall has occurred in ‘supported’
ground (now unsupported!) about
100m in, at a T-junction near to where
a truck stands on the main tramway
rails and a route leads off the skip
road shaft.

Luckily Steve Holding and Ian
Cooper had been into this area when
doing the recce for the rescue
practice and Ian had taken some
excellent pictures looking towards
the area that has now collapsed -
when taking the pictures comments
were made about the state of the
timber supports in this area but were
dismissed on the grounds of “well
it’s been like that for years” !!

Turn to page 10 to see the ‘before’
and ‘after’ pictures.
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Tar Tunnel
There has been a suggestion made
that a one-day conference on ‘The
Tar Tunnel’ should be organised for
11th July 2005, the 04th Anniversary
of the re-opening of the tunnel. The
Club carried out a ‘preliminary
survey’ in August 1965, but haven’t
yet done a final survey. It is
proposed to invite the Club to
participate in the event.

Ellesmere Gravel Pit
The technical journal ‘Mining
Quarrying and Recyling’ Jan/Feb
issue 2004 contains a long article on
Messrs Tudor Griffith’s Wood Lane
Sand and Gravel Pit, Ellesmere,
Shropshire. The quarry covers an
area of about 200 acres (glacial
moraines) and is worked as a ‘dry pit’
using Cat and Volvo excavators.

The Miners Arms
Following the mention of The Miners
Arms at Priest Weston in the last
issue of ‘Below’ it has been pointed
out that the telephone directory
gives  its address as Priest Weston,
Montgomeryshire, but it seems that
the pub is in Shropshire and its car
park is over the border (which led to
problems in the days when Wales
was ‘dry’ on Sundays.

Other Miners Arms (in the 1982
Directory) were at Madeley and
Hopton Bank, with another which
only shows a telephone number
“Pontrhydygroes 238”. Where is
this? There used to be many more,
Minsterley and The Bog spring
instantly to mind.

Madeley Perks
Professor Covick of Flinders
University, Adelaide, Australia is
researching the Perks family of
Madeley. He has found that a family
member lived by the Rev. John
Fletcher, famous vicar of Madeley, in
the late 1700s and that a great
grandson became a notable
businessman - Sir Robert Perks (1849
- 1934).

Other family members became
Chartermasters at local pits. IJB has
found that one Perks, Chartermaster
was a founder of the Methodist
Church in Madeley in 1842, another
Leonard Perks is shown as
Chartermaster in the Post Office
Directories from 1870s to 1895. Also
an earlier issue of ‘Below’ describes
John Micklewrights trip to Madeley
“past Perks Pit” near Halesfield in the
1890s. There were still Perks working
in the pits in the 1960s. Can anyone
add more and assist Professor
Covick?

CSM Moves
Camborne School of Mines is moving
from Camborne, Cornwall to
Tremough near Penrhyn, the staff are
being reduced from 19 by “5 to 10”.
The School made a loss of £200,000
last year and the forecast is twice this
in the present academic year.

from Mining Journal,
Nov.28, 2003

Walker Tech. Gone
It is understood that the old Walker
Technical College, Oakengates has
been demolished - The Mining
College was supported when built in
1927 , and the Miners Welfare
provided £1,500 and equipment. The
advert (see figure 1) dated October
1954 is reproduced as a memorial. Did
anyone take any photographs before
demolition?

Madeley Wood Colliery,
Shropshire, 50 years ago -
1954
At the end of 1953 IJB transferred
from Underground Electricians to
Haulage Work (more money, better
prospects). Assisted in drawing-off
old workings, in cleaning out the
connection from Kemberton Pit
Bottom to Halesfield Return Airway
and the connection between the
bottom of the first bank on the old
main haulage and new Loco Road.
Ponies in use were Sammy, Bangor
and Ned (Jack had been killed in the
pit the previous year).

Diesel locos were now in use in the
Loco Road replacing rope haulages.
Mechanised pillar and stall
(American Method) was being tried
off  the Loco Road one mile inbye.
Gathering arm loaders were also in
use.

Later in the year IJB transferred to
the Surveyors Department, mainly as
underground linesman. Two long
faces ‘0s’ and ‘7s’ in Top Coal Seam
and a trial face using flight-loading
(attachments to cutter picks).

In the surface three horses still in use
on sidings and around Halesfield,
also for coal deliveries. New winding
engine (electric) installed at
Halesfield with steel headframe to
replace wooden one.

Figure 1
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Nenthead - Easter 2004
Ian Cooper

The coming of Easter once again
drew mining pilgrims from across the
UK to join the week long activities
held in and around Nenthead,
Cumbria.  As in previous years a
strong contingent from Shropshire
Caving & Mining Club were present
to take part in the exploration,
digging, surveying and photography
that has come to characterise the
annual Easter and October week’s
away.

As in 2003, our base for the week was
Alston Training & Adventure Centre.
Situated 2 miles outside Alston the
centre provides ample car parking
space, comfortable bunks, a clean
and spacious kitchen with an ample
sized room for relaxation after a hard
day’s exploration.  The dehumidifier
in the drying room unfortunately
decided to give up the ghost in a puff
of electrical smoke at the end of the
week, leaving just the heaters to dry
our clothes.  Although the hot room
did an admirable job it wasn’t
possible for it to compete with the
dehumidifier overnight, which really
does suck every drop of moisture out
of wet material.  Fortunately this
mishap occurred right at the end of
the week, by which point most
people were already homeward
bound, those that remained were able
to use a second set of cloths for the
last trip of the week.

The demolition project, which was
started during Easter 2003 to break
through a dam at the end of
Hodgson’s High Level, was finally
pushed through this Easter.  After
various manual attempts of varying
success, and an embarrassing failure
of SLB explosive, the dam was finally
breached using an electric ‘Kango’ in
October 2003 to reveal the passage
beyond totally blocked with
fragments of fallen shale.  Clearance
works during Easter this year finally
paid off when a short section of
passageway was reached beyond the
back fill and collapse.  A junction
leads off through treacherously bad
shale as a flat out crawl before
progress is prevented, no sensible
prospects remain in this direction,

whilst elsewhere the passage reaches
a sump (winze), the bottom of which
is blocked with rubble.  The size of
the sump currently prevents
exploration of the level on the far
side, although it can be seen that a
fall will require digging if we are to
make further progress.  Another trip
at the end of the week discovered a
second junction and further
passageway leading to another
blocked sump.

Tuesday
With Tuesday dawning bright and
sunny the opportunity to spend a
day on the surface seemed too good
to miss, two walking parties headed
off with mining remains in their
sights, leaving a small band to head
back to the darkness underground.
The bulk of S.C.M.C. members took
up the offer of a car lift to Great Dun
Fell, drastically cutting the distance
of the full round trip and giving a
more acceptable 12 mile walk back to
High Plains.  Starting by Silverband
barytes mine they were able to see
the landscaping work being carried
out by the current lease holders.  It is
clear that despite activity around the
surface, no mineral has been
extracted in a long time and the
processing machinery hasn’t turned
for years.

The range of underground trips
during the week was as varied as
ever.  Whilst a small party took a
gentle trip to photograph the
Horsegin in Rampgill, a dedicated
hard-core team of adventurers
donned wet suits to travel to the far

The Common room at High Plains
Mike: Eileen do you get the feeling
people are avoiding us?

Above: Comfortable bunks and
Below: The spacious kitchen at High
Plains.

Below: The large dining area, all
make for a very pleasant stay, and a
nice place in which to relax after a
hard day at the dig.
Pictures: Ian Cooper, 2004

Above: The remains of the Horsegin
in Rampgill.
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end of Hanginshaw’s Level in
Rampgill, the aim being to survey the
route and pin down it’s relationship
to other workings.  With the wide
range of people present over the
week it’s possible to find
underground trips to suit most tastes
and abilities.  Experience of rope-
work and S.R.T. certainly opens up a
greater range of choices, but it’s still
possible to spend an exhausting
week underground without so much
as touching a sit harness.

During 2002, or possibly late 2001, a
connection between Smallcleugh and
the upper flats of Capelcleugh was
predicted through careful analysis of
personal survey notes and available
mine surveys.  A subsequent trip
confirmed the sump in question was
still open, and by the use of
‘exploration’ rigging an S.C.M.C.
member was able to abseil down and
look into the workings, although bad
rub points and awkward positioning
prevented getting off the rope.  A
general lack of time has, until now,
prevented further trips to finish
matters off and actually set foot in
Capelcleugh.  Returning to the area
this Easter revealed little change, the
rigging was formalised and with the
use of a suitable rebelay it was
possible to swing into Capelcleugh
and explore the flats without getting
soaked on the journey in!

A possible future ‘sporting’ trip
would be for two small parties to
enter Smallcleugh and Capelcleugh
with the intention of completing an
exchange through trip.  With small
enough groups it should be possible
to make fast progress through the
flooded Capelcleugh horse level.

 The standard trip between the two
mines includes a fair section of neck-
deep water, definitely requiring a wet
suit.  The recently discovered link
avoids the worst of the water, just
leaving numerous waist-deep
sections and two short chest-deep
dips!

Explorations at the end of the week in
Smallcleugh mine have uncovered
yet another link into the
Hangingshaw’s branch of Rampgill.
Descending a short 15ft sump from
Smallcleugh, that appears to be
blocked with rubble, confirmed
stories passed on that the winze
connected into further workings.  A

Nenthead - Easter 2004, cont ...
Ian Cooper

small exit above the rubble led into a
narrow level, ending in a 30ft pitch
down to a small network of walled up
workings.  The floor contained
numerous collapses that seemed to
suggest arching not far below floor
level, although nothing substantial
could be seen. Near the base of the
pitch lies a large diameter hopper/
climbing-way that still features the
remains of timber supports spanning
the shaft, down below could be heard
the gurgling water of Rampgill.  Lack
of rope prevented us from actually
reaching Rampgill, and a dog-leg in
the shaft meant that visible contact
was also just around the corner.

As in previous years we reached the
end of the week with a list of trips
and places still worth visiting, and
questions that remain unanswered.
The next week long trip to Nenthead
is pencilled in at the end of October,
but there is the suggestion that
S.C.M.C. members may have a
weekend in the area beforehand.

Above: The hopper and arching in Smallcleugh

Left: Wooden skip body and level, Smallcleugh

Pictures: Ian Cooper, 2004
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MINSTERLEY PARISH - FROM KELLYS DIRECTORY, 1851

19th C. Visitors to the South West Shropshire Mines, No.12
Contributed by I.J.Brown

MINSTERLEY is a parish, nine miles S.W. by W. of
Shrewsbury, containing 2,875A. 3R. 7P. of land, the rateable
value of which is £3,165. At the census of 1841 there were
168 houses and 914 persons. Population in 1811, 705; and
in 1831, 809.

Half a century ago Minsterley consisted of only a few farm
houses; but since the lead mines have been extensively
worked it has generally increased. The lead ore of this
place is found enclosed or covered with a spar, over which
is a kind of blue stone or slate, and contains a great
quantity of red lead, and small portion of silver. The
Snailbeach mines are situated about a mile from Minsterley,
and have been worked for 60 years in a most efficient and
profitable manner, without experiencing any stoppage.
The shafts are from 300 to 360 yards in depth, and the
engine and machinery for crushing the ore are on an
extensive scale. There are about 500 miners daily at work,
besides others engaged in washing and smelting the ore.
Upwards of £2,000 per month is paid in wages. The mines
are the property of Messrs. Lovett, Jones, and Company,
and under the management of Mr. John Harrison.  In the
year 1831 a Roman pig of lead was found by some workmen
in sinking through a, slag heap of smeltings, on which
appears the following inscription in raised letters :—

I M P. H A D R I A N I.  A V G.

It is in length twenty inches, and the girth is twenty inches,
weighing 173 pounds.

Some years ago, an act of parliament was obtained by
several landed proprietors to form a canal to carry the
surplus water from Marton Pool to the Severn, which

Among the businesses and residents there were:

Wm. Adams - victualler, Miners Arms, Minsterley.
Wm. Bowen - underground assistant bailiff.
Thom. Brumbil - vicualler, Angel Inn.
David Davies - engineer & mineral draughtsman.
Richard Dyas - blacksmith
John Harrison - gentleman of Snailbeach (Mines, see
above).
Vincent Hughes - engineer.
John Jones & Co. - Snailbeach MInes.
John Philpot & Son - engineers.

Notes by IJB
At this time ‘Snailbeach’ was the name of the mine not
the community, with only a few farms and cottages, no C.
of E. Church (built 1872) or Methodist Chapel (1876).
Lordshill Baptist built 1833, rebuilt 1873 was in a different
parish to the bulk of the mine. In addition nearly all the
present mine buildings were constructed after 1851.

covered upwards of 200 acres of land for several months
in the year. Since the cutting of the canal a great part of the
land has been reclaimed, and brought into a state of
cultivation. The Marquis of Bath is lord of the manor, and
principal landowner. The Fair, or “Gentlemen’s Meet”, at
Minsterley, is held on July 25th.

THE CHURCH is a brick fabric, built about the latter end
of the 16th century. It consists of nave, chancel, and has
a small wooden tower, in which is one bell. It is neatly
pewed with oak and the reading desk and sounding board
are elaborately carved. In the chancel is a tablet, erected
by the Snailbeach Company to the memory of their late
agent, Mr. John Nealor. The living is a perpetual curacy,
in the patronage of the Marquis of Bath, and the rector of
the first portion of Westbury, and enjoyed by the Rev.
Emilius Nicholson, M.A. The incumbent has a rent charge,
derivable from the Cause Castle estate, amounting to £60
per annum.

THE METHODISTS have a neat brick chapel here, which
was built in 1833. THE FREE SCHOOL was erected in 1843,
at the joint expense of the Marquis of Bath and several
gentlemen belonging to the Snailbeach Company, in
compliance with the requisitions expressed in the will of
the late John Johnson, Esq., who provided an endowment
to establish and perpetuate a day-school for the education
of all children resident in the parish. The Snailbeach
Mining Company have endowed the school with £10
yearly, and ordered that every miner shall pay to the
schoolmaster sixpence every quarter. The school will
accommodate one hundred children. The average
attendance of the scholars is eighty. Joshua Williams, by
will, in 1819, bequeathed an annuity of £20 for the education
of poor children in the parish of Minsterley.

Above: Detail of the Roman lead ingot inscription.
Below: A replica ingot made to the same weight and
dimensions as the 1831 ingot, by Barry Ellis and the
Shropshire Mines Trust in November 2003.
Picture: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Ramsdens Shaft MineCam and
More Survey work 2004

Members Present: Mike Shaw, Peter
Eggleston, Ian Cooper, Nick
Southwick, Alan Taylor, Andy
Browning, Kelvin Lake, Neal
Rushton, Alan Moseley, Mike
Worsfold, Eileen Bowen, Steve
Holding.

On Saturday 27th March a small
group of club members assembled at
Ramsdens Shaft, The Bog with a
view to lowering the MineCam down
the shaft to see if there was still a
way off at the bottom. In addition
Neal Rushton, Alan Moseley and
Steve Holding extended the club
survey from beside the Bog Centre to
the cap of Ramsdens shaft.

Apart from a few bits of timber and a
sheet of corrugated iron there is
nothing covering the actual shaft -
the club (in the shape of Alan Taylor)
has offered to make a more secure
cover for the landowner and this is
currently in-hand. After removing the
wood from the shaft cap, the descent
of the MineCam went quite well,
there was a tense moment when
trying to negotiate the timbering that
extends across the shaft about 74m
down, when it was feared that the
rope and cable might get caught
either side of the timber, but a
successful ‘deviation’ added to the
rope at the surface worked quite well.

It is thought that the small void
(about 2m high, 1.3m wide and 1m
deep) in the shaft wall by these
timbers probably housed a pump
when the shaft was being sunk.

Apart from the timbers across the
shaft at 74m, and a few chains that
probably once held pipes or cables
on the south-west side there was
nothing else of interest until the
bottom was reached at 120m (this
was measured using markers on the
camera cable then deducting the
height from the ground to Kelvin’s
knee). An interesting array of rubbish
was visible, including a wheelbarrow
and rolls of wire. Compared to the
last MineCam descent a few years
ago it looks as if the fill has sunk a
little. There seems to be another

Pete and Kelvin
rigging the MineCam
ready for its descent.

Picture: Ian Cooper

Detail of the
MineCam ‘control
desk’ with monitor
(left) and camcorder
(right).

Picture: Ian Cooper

View straight down
the shaft from the
opening. A good, well
lined shaft through-
out.

Picture: Kelvin Lake -
I.A.Recordings.

The shaft top
retaining wall and
‘ore chute’ -which
presumably dropped
material into trucks
on a tramway.

Picture: Kelvin Lake -
I.A.Recordings.
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Ramsdens Shaft MineCam and
More Survey work 2004

‘pumping’ chamber at the bottom, plus a definite route off, although it may
sump as there appears to be quite a lot of water in the level. The main
opening is in the North-west side of the shaft, it is about 2.3m wide and the
lintel (a 5cm high girder) is 1.5m above the level of the water. It was possible
to look about 5m into the main level which was heading in a North-northwest
direction, although the level does go further.

On the surface the retaining wall around the shaft cap, appears to have a few
cracks in it, but they may have been there some time, although there does
seem to be a small void under the one side of the concrete cap.

After we had finished at Ramsdens, the group adjourned to the Stiperstones
Inn for refreshments, however it wasn’t long before the call of the wild lured
us back into the outdoors, and it was decided to complete the survey from
Burgham Corner to the Boat Level portal. After some hunting the survey
stations at Burgham and in the wood by the Boat Level were located and
Neal was able to make the final measurements.

To tie things up, a leg was then surveyed - or rather attempted from the track
by Nant Issa to “Good-as-Tuesday” level, however difficulty in locating the
survey station and vegetation put a stop to this - it will be completed at a
later date!

Kelvin

Above: Neal surveying the final leg
to Ramsdens shaft
Below: Steve has to do a bit of tree
swinging to give Neal a clear view
for his geodimeter!

Below left: Neal and Alan Moseley completing the survey to the Boat Level
portal.

Below right: View of the Boat Level portal, looking very sorry for itself - with
timber and plastic sheeting holding back earth and rubbish that has been
pushed over the top of it. The brick portal is just visible behind the timber,
but should the timbering collapse there is a real danger that the protal will
be blocked with the resultant backing up of water behind the collapse.

All pictures this page: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Thomas Parker, Shropshire born Engineer & Scientist 1843-1915
by Ivor Brown

Thomas Parker was born in
Coalbrookdale in 1843 to Thomas
Wheatley Parker (1822 - 1901) and
Anne Fletcher Parker (1818 - 1905).
The father, Thomas, was employed
by the Coalbrookdale Company as
had earlier generations of the family.
The mother was a member of a
notable ‘Fletcher’ family, but is not
believed to be directly connected  to
the Fletcher families previously
mentioned in ‘Below’.

The Coalbrookdale Company was a
major enterprise in the mid 19th
Century, operating furnaces, forges,
brickworks and mines. After
schooling at the local Quaker School
young Thomas joined this Company
in 1853 age 10 at a wage of about two
shillings for a 60 hour week. He spent
some time in several of the
Company’s departments including
mining. Young Tom continued
however to attend evening classes
and Sunday School and, at the age of
18, he left to go to Birmingham to
work and to study at the Midland
Institute. A little later he moved to
Manchester to study Science and
metallurgy. By the age of 25 he had
sufficient training and experience to
return to Coalbrookdale as foundry
foreman.

During the next 14 years he proved to
be an outstanding inventor and
engineer. He designed a steam pump,
won a medal for an open grate which
could burn anthracite, made
improvements to gas engines and
electric dynamos, developed an
electric accumulator and gave the
first demonstration of a Swan-Edison
‘electric glowlamp’ (at the
Coalbrookdale Institute). He was also
responsible for the first electric
tramway at Portrush, Northern
Ireland - powered by the first hydro-
electric generator.

In 1882 Thomas left Coalbrookdale
for Wolverhampton, where he helped
form an important electrical
engineering company (the Elwell,
Parker and Company, later the
Electric Construction Company).
They began by designing electric
power transmission systems for

collieries and went on to design the
first electric locomotive for
Birmingham Tramways (1889), the
electricification of the South
Staffordshire Tramway, Blackpool
Tramway, the Liverpool Overhead
Railway (1893) and the first
underground railway in Great Britain
to be electrified - part of the London
Metropolitan Railway (1899) for
which he was made a Director.

Reverting to his ‘coal’ interests in the
early 20th Century he was awarded
two Gold Medals by the Smoke
Abatement Society for his work
against air pollution. One for his
invention of the Kyrle Fire Grate and
one for the invention of the
distillation of coal by low temperature
methods to produce a smokeless fuel.

It is interesting to note that Britain’s
only ‘Coalite’ works at Bolsover, in
2004, still recognises Parker as their
originator - their Anniversary Booklet
begins with “1906 - the Low
Temperature Carbonisation Process
patented by Thomas Parker” and has
a photograph of him alongside.

In 1908 Thomas Parker returned to
Severn House, Coalbrookdale and
shortly after took over the derelict
site of the Madeley Court Ironworks
and mines with his son Thomas.

They established a foundry which
specialised in the production of iron
castings for the electrical industry.
This firm continued until about 1970.

Thomas Parker died in Coalbrookdale
on 5th December 1915 and was
interred in the Fletcher family vault in
Madeley Church Yard. This vault
carries the name “William Fletcher of
Coalbrookdale who died 29 January
1821 age 27” and is near the main
door of St. Michaels Church
surrounded by iron railings.

The inscription continues;
“Remembering Thomas Parker JP,
MIEE., MIME., FRSE. of
Wolverhampton, Engineer and
Scientist, born in Coalbrookdale 1843,
he died there 1915”.

Thomas Parker, 1843 - 1915

The Fletcher family vault in St. Michaels Churchyard,Madeley, with the detail
from Thomas Parkers memorial stone (front right in main picture).
Picture: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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There is also a memorial to him in
Coalbrookdale Church, where a
leaflet can also be obtained giving
the dates of his many achievements
in the electrification of mines and
railways and the uses of coal.

The assistance of this leaflet,
together with the writings of
C.W.Hill, is acknowledged in the
preparation of this item.

Addendum
Maurice Darlington of Coalbrookdale
has also pointed out that there is a
grave at the front of Madeley Church
“In Memory of Walter Parker - Iron
Founder of Coalbrookdale”. This
‘Arthur’ died April 22nd 1770 aged 55
years.

He is believed to have been the
great-g-g-grandfather of Thomas

Thomas Parker, Shropshire born Engineer & Scientist 1843-1915
continued ...

Deadline has past for miners’ claims
firms canvassing for trade in former
mining communities - this is despite
the fact that these firms would be
unable to register a claim as they are
not approved by the DTI.

In addition the Department of Trade
and Industry named 11 legal
practices in Wales which have been
removed from the DTI approved list.

This comes after letters were issued
to solicitors from government
minister Nigel Griffiths. He wanted to
know if they charged miners a fee for
handling successful cases - and if so,
did they refund these overpayments.

Solicitors who have double charged
have been told thay should be
proactively paying back the money
to miners and their families.

Mr Griffiths, Coal Health Minister,
has admitted some abuses of the
compensation scheme have
happened.  The government has
promised it will pay legal fees but
some law firms were charging a
“success fee”, it has emerged.

The minister said he had written to
lawyers handling claims, to stress
that all compensation money should

The deadline for ex-miners to seek
compensation from the government
for respiratory disease - chronic
bronchitis and emphysema - and
vibration disease linked to working in
pits, past at midnight on 31st March.

It is six years since a legal ruling
allowed miners to claim
compensation for ailments linked to
their jobs. The government has
already paid out more than £2bn to
miners and their families since 1998.

Several law firms said they had seen
a late surge of thousands of
claimants following a recent PR push
on television, radio and in the papers.

It is believed that well in excess of
500,000 claims had been registerd for
chest diseases by the closing date,
making it one of the biggest
compensation schemes in the world.

A late rush of claims was noted by
the legal profession. Thompsons, the
biggest trade union law firm, said it
had been receiving 300 calls a day
and the week before the deadline had
registered 4,000 claims.

However, as the scheme closed, there
were reports of unscrupulous claims

go to miners and their families.
Solicitors have already been
generously paid, said the minister.
Mr Griffiths has also written to the
Law Society asking them to take
action to ensure their members
voluntarily refund any fees taken,
rather than wait for miners to contact
them.

Because of the sheer volume of cases
coming forward, handling agreements
- which cover liability - were adopted
to avoid claims going through the
courts. The DTI say if a claim is
successful there should be no need
for solicitors or other organisations
handling claims to charge a fee or
deduct any compensation because
the legal fees will be paid by the DTI.
Claimants are being advised to ask
solicitors if there is a charge if a claim
is unsuccessful - as many solicitors
will waive their charges in this
instance.

The DTI say it is paying out £2.5m
every working day in compensation
for respiratory and vibration-related
diseases. Around 668,000 claimants
have been registered and it is
estimated that the government will
spend more than £7bn in total.

Compiled from News Reports

Parker. It seems that the Parker family
had connections with the
Coalbrookdale Company and iron-
working from an early date.

Cast iron grave ‘stone’ of Walter
Parker, to left of the right-hand gate
in front of St. Michael’s Church,
Madeley, Shropshire.
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A collapse has occurred about 100m
in from the entrance of Level Fawr at
a T-junction near to where a truck
still sits on the rails. This collapse
has effectively blocked the main
route on to the chamber near the skip
road shaft and the passage off to the
left (under impressive timber roofing)
which also lead to the skip road.

What has collapsed?
Ian Cooper fortunately took a
photograph of the area on 23rd May,
2004,  looking back towards the T-
junction from under the timbering
(see picture 1). At this time only a
small amount of mine waste and rock
had fallen from the void beyond the
timbering into the T-junction area - it
had been like this for a number of
years.

Comparing the older picture with one
taken on Sunday 20th June it appears
that a very large fall of material has
occured from some point above and
beyond the the last 2 or 3 timbers.

Studying the more recent picture (2)
the actual timbers protecting the
road-way still seem to be in place (for
the moment), although the last one or
2 timbers may have collapsed due to
the inrush.

The result is that the debris has fallen
straight into the junction area,
completely blocking the route under
these timbers and spilling back into
the main route straight into the mine,
partially blocking it.

Warning:
There is a small tantalising hole
through the fall as you approach it
from the main entrance, but due to
the recent nature of the collapse (it is
thought to have happened about the
end of May beginning of June) it
would be extremely unwise to
attempt to crawl through. In time it
may stabilise then a more secure
route can be established - like the
tube at the entrance.

Alternatives
There are at least 2 other routes

which allow you to reach the other
side of the fall and to visit the skip
road shaft.
One route requires a life-line (to
safely cross a plank over a stope,
after climbing a large ore chute) and
the other some vertical climbing/
chimney work, following pipework -
both routes meet near the top of a

Roof Collapse in Level Fawr,
Cwmystwyth

stope where a set of three miners
ladders allow you to descend about
20m into the chamber beyond the fall.
The final word is caution - this mine
is full of timbering, stacked deads
and false floors and due care should
be exercised at all times - use life-
lines where necessary, but if in doubt
keep out !

Fall from
here

Out

Truck

Picture 1, Above: The T-Junction area in Level Fawr, 23rd May 2004.
Picture: Ian Cooper-view the original on Ian’s web site www.sbury8.freeserve.co.uk

Picture 2, Below: The same T-Junction area in Level Fawr, 20th June 2004.
Picture: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Kemberton Pit near Madeley, Shropshire Part 5
Additional Notes 3, by Ivor Brown

3a The Pit - after Nationalisation

3b. Fatal Accidents underground 1950 to 1967 at Kemberton Pit

Year Actual Tonnage     Employees Seams worked Manager Undermanager
book date u/g    surface  total
1947 1946 150,000 451 137 588 BF, V, Y, T Scott Cockerill
1948 1947 146,704 410 138 548 BF, V, Y, T Cain Cockerill
1949 1948 150,000 440 150 590 BF, V, Y, T Cain Cockerill
1950 1949 184,000 450 160 610 BF, V, Y, T Cain Cockerill
1951 1950 n/a 400 170 570 BF, V, Y, T Cain Cockerill
1952 1951 155,508 400 170 570 BF, V, Y, T Cain Cockerill
1953 1952 171,000 520 190 710 BF, T Blower Jones
1954 1953 171,435 520 170 690 BF, T Blower Jones
1955 1954 185,371 510 180 690 T, BR Blower Jones
1956 1955 221,312 520 180 700 T, BR Tullett Jones
1957 1956 226,309 540 180 720 T, BR Tullett Jones
1958 1957 229,000 560 200 760 T, BR Tullett Jones
1959 1958 217,300 520 160 680 T, BF Tullett Cox
1960 1959 205,700 520 160 680 T, BF Tullett Cox
1961 1960 186,200 430 170 600 T, BF Tullett Cox
1962 1961 187,200 397 178 575 T, BF Tullett Cox
1963 1962 177,000 393 166 559 T, BF Tullett Cox
1964 1963 145,331 411 167 578 T, BF Tullett Cox
1965 1964 145,000 384 134 518 T, V Tullett Cox
1966 1965 n/a 382 130 512 BR, V Tullett Cox
1967 1966 n/a 382 130 512 BR, V Tullett Cox

Notes:
1. Madeley Wood Mine finally closed on July 27th 1967 - it seems probable

that the Yearbooks just carried forward the details from 1965, since they
are shown exactly the same.

2. Seams worked are abbreviated: Big Flint (BF), Vigar (V), Yard (Y), Top
Coal (T), Best & Randles (usually worked together - BR).

3. The ‘Disposable Tonnage’ for a typical week (26th Nov. 1955) was;
Colliery consumption: 5 tons, Miners Allowance 131 tons 10 cwt., for sale
5,209 ton 16 cwt. Total 5,346 ton 6 cwt.

Some details based on the
information given in the two
yearbooks - the “Colliery Guardian
Guide to the Coalfields” and “The
Colliery Yearbook”.

Remember that the information in a
yearbook refers to the previous year
i.e. 1948 Yearbook refers to 1947, and
that in some cases Companys gave
information as at the end of their
financial year end. This sometimes

leads to a difference between the information on a particular Company in the
respective Yearbook for a given year.

Year Name Job/occupation Nature of accident
1950 C.Payne, miner, fall of roof.

H.Hazeltine, training officer, crushed on haulage road.
1951 T.Evans, packer, fall of roof.
1955 A.Brunt, road repairer, fell off scaffold.
1956 J.Garbett, faceworker, fall of coal.
1958 H.Pritchard, miner, steel girder slipped in development.
1962 D.Hartshorne - crushed on surface.
1964 B.Plant, aged 17, caught in face machinery.

D.Higginson, - fall of roof.
E.Stewart, - crushed by tubs.

1966 E.Skelton, - fall of roof.
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Kemberton Pit near Madeley, Shropshire Part 5
Additional Notes 4, by Ivor Brown

4. Further information on the Anstice Family and their pits
Commission that he was 30 years of
age and had lived “about the works”
all his life, he was now a partner of
the Company of which his father was
manager. In 1850 John’s father,
William, died and John became
manager, William’s other active
partner, Joseph Reynolds died in
1858 leaving his shares also to John.
In the mid-nineteenth John was the
most important person in Madeley,
the 1851 census showed that he
controlled 100 acres, had 15 servants
and his Company employed about
800. He was known to have been a
most compassionate person who
“wept with the widows” of men killed
in the pits.

Great grandson David Anstice has
also allowed the writer to see the
diary of the mother of the wife of
John Anstice’s father William (1781 -
1850) see ‘Below’ Summer 1996, who
stayed with the young Anstice family
for a while, July to Sept. 1808. This
describes how William, as a young
man ran the company and developed
one of its mines, almost certainly the
Meadow Pit, Madeley. (see SMC
Journal No. 6, 1996). He later
developed the Hills Lane and
Halesfield Pits. A synopsis of the
relevant sections of the diary is given
as an Appendix.

David also provided a copy of the
family tree.

Above: Robert Anstice (1757-1845),
before the family moved from Bristol
to Shropshire. From the original
miniature portrait on ivory, in the
Anstice family archive.

Left: Anstice
Memorial Hall, from a
painting in the Hall.

Lieutenant-Colonel David Anstice of
Perth, Scotland has supplied the
writer with further information on the
Anstice family, particularly on John
Anstice (1810 - 1867), his great
grandfather, who was the person
responsible for the sinking and
developing of Kemberton Pit. He also
sent a photograph of John, the
earliest known photo of a member of
that family, taken in the early 1860s.
This reminded the writer that
although he had not seen a picture of
John Anstice in print, he had seen an
old painting, something similar many
years ago in the Anstice Memorial
Hall, Madeley. This Hall was built by
the local mining community to
commemorate the life of John when
he died in 1867 and is still the central
feature of Madeley. A visit to the
Hall located the picture and, with the
help of Kelvin, the attached print has
been produced.

John’s life was outlined in a feature
on ‘Mining Characters’ published in
‘Below’ Summer 1996 (Below 96.2). In
1840 John told the Child Employment

- married Penelope Poole
whose mother wrote the
diary ‘Sinker of Meadow Pit’

* Robert
1757 - 1845

- married the sister of
William Reynolds wife

(P)
William

born 1807
see diary

Joseph
famous

hymwriter

Others

(P)
John

Others
(P)

Richard

Others

David
Contributor of
material for
this article

Others

John Christian

Edmund

(P)
John

sinker of
Kemberton Pit

(P)
William

1781 - 1850

* Robert Anstice, before the family moved from Bristol to Shropshire, was
keen on natural history particularly ornithology and geology and is the subject
of a new book “Letters on Ornithology between G.Montegu and R.Anstice”,
edited by S.P.Dance, ISBN 1 872350 68 2, price £28.50, published 2003.

(P)
indicates that they were
active partners in the
Company

John and Richard
sold the Company

Part of the Anstice Family Tree
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References to the Madeley Wood Company in a Diary of 1808
occasions when he came home to
report a sad accident On 3rd August
1808, for example, “a boy had been
killed by falling down one of their
pits” -” Upon missing him the men
looked down and saw his hat floating
in the water”. On another occasion,
10th August 1808, “a poor boy was
sadly burned in one of the pits.”

Another story is told in the diary
about a black man arriving at one of
the pits (July 1st) and the following
day William’s wife, Penelope, “sent
some rice for poor Blackey” and the
mother-in-law “made him a bag to
hold his things” It seems probable
that he had arrived by Severn barge,
as he had been shipwrecked off
Liverpool when travelling from
America. Many of his shipmates had
been drowned, and some who were
saved died of scurvy. He gave his
name as John Peters and said “he
would not eat animal food”. They
found him lodgings and gave him
“work at the Pits for 18d a day”. He is
said to have adored his ‘masser’ and
indeed on one occasion Blackey saw
two men stealing some of the
company’s goods he took out his
knife and began to fight but seems to

have come off worst. His master saw
what was happening and frightened
off the burglars but Blackey was
injured. It does not say how badly
but he is not mentioned again.

William’s mother-in-law enjoyed trips
out from the Hall. One day she went
to the engine house on the hill
opposite our parlour where ends the
canal”, (top of the Hay Incline,
Coalport). She “looked down the
railroad, then walked along the canal
to Blissetts Hill Pits”. On another
occasion, on Saturday 20th August
1808, “at 5 o’clock we got to the
furnaces and saw them tapt and a
beautiful sight it was to see. The
liquid fire ran down the different
gutters made in sand to receive it.”
Later on, on another walk, she “went
to the pits near the back gate” and
saw the engine working bringing up
the ironstone.

On other trips she visited local towns
but on 11th July she drove through
Madeley “a long dirty place with
some good houses.” She
occasionally travelled to Madeley
Parish Church but not on 12th July
1808 when some of the family went

“to hear a strange preacher, we
suppose a Methodist !!”

Another son (Joseph), who
became a famous hymn writer,
was born in 1808 and a third,
John, the sinker of Kemberton
Pit was born in 1810. Other
children followed including 2
girls.

Kemberton Pit near Madeley, Shropshire Part 5
Appendix, by Ivor Brown

The diary was written by Elizabeth
Poole, mother of Penelope Poole
(born 1771) in 1806, who was married
to William Anstice. (William had
become manager of the Madeley
Wood Company in 1803 aged 21.)
The diary was written when the
mother-in-law came to stay in
Madeley Wood Hall in 1808 after her
daughter had given birth to her. first,
son, called William after his father.

The diary states that in April 1806,
the month William was married, he
had begun to sink a new pit
(Meadow Pit?) and that the first piece
of coal found in the shaft was burned
in the Nursery at Madeley Wood Hall
on the day that his first child (William
Jn) was born 5th Sept 1807. On July
30th 1808 the family went “to see the
first horse let down into the new pit”
and on August 6th 1808 William, the
father “went to see his men” to help
celebrate the finding of “the right”
coal seam in the new pit. William
went to see his men at half after
6pm”, there were about 40 present
and he gave them a supper “at the
long shop where their
carpenters’ work, near the office”.
She continues “The occasion is for
joy that they have come upon the
right coal in the new pit which was
begun in April 1806,” and adds “He
came home about 9 leaving the men
all happy”.

(The date for commencement for the
Meadow Pit on the abandonment
plan is 1808 thus confirming that it
was this mine. The pit closed in
1920).

William’s happiness seems to have
been short lived however, for on
Friday the 26th August 1808 the diary
records that he “is now closing the
year’s accounts and finds that it has
been very unprofitable” adding
“William is very, very much down”.

The diary tells us of other
happenings during that time; William
obviously thought a lot of his men
for the diarist records several

Left: John Anstice, from a
photograph circa 1860.

Produced with permission -
Copyright of Lieut-Colonel
D.J.W. Anstice.
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Madeley Wood Colliery -
a ‘family’ pit

The Bodens - A typical mining family
In 1955, the father (Joe Boden) worked at Madeley Wood
Colliery, along with his five sons, two sons-in-law and two
grandsons!

Below, The Bodens: Joe Boden (seated,
foreground, father)

Derbyshire Cave Rescue Organisation
Fund Raising Event

Saturday October 16th 2004
Minimum Donation: £30 per person

All proceeds to D.C.R.O. Ambulance appeal - 10 places available.

To be held in the Peak District at Pindale Bunk House, Castleton.
Accomodation available contact:

Tel: 01433 620111
Email: bookings@pindale.fsbusiness.co.uk

The event is open to anyone wishing to improve on their knowledge of
underground rope skills, an ideal opportunity for those who wish to

develop their vertical skills under professional guidance; it is flexible to meet
the group’s needs and can include ladders, lifelines and abseils, SRT

progression, SRT rigging or SRT rescues etc.

All communal equipment provided (ropes, anchors etc.). Personal equipment
e.g. SRT kits, harnesses, etc. can be hired if needed at an extra donation with
prior notice. Again all proceeds to the Derbyshire Cave Rescue Organisation.

For course bookings contact:

Jez Parr
cavemanjez@aol.com

Adam Evans
www.outdoorinstruction.co.uk

adam@outdoorinstruction.co.uk

Please Make Cheques Payable to
‘Derbyshire Cave Rescue Organisation’ and post to:

Adam J Evans, Greenlaw Cottage, 19 Main Road, Grindleford, Hope Valley,
Derbyshire, S32 2JN

Snailbeach Work Party
A range of work has taken place at
Snailbeach on the weekends
following club meetings. In March
attempts were made to seal the
skylight on the Blacksmiths shop.
True to form the Club member who
was scared of heights was sent up on
the roof to put the sealant in place!

Above: Steve Holding working on the
roof of the Blacksmiths Shop.

In May the loco-shed under went a
clearout and two of the coal trucks
were moved up to Robert’s dressing
floor. Initially George was going to
tow them behind a dumper/tractor,
but luckily a friendly chap with a JCB
was working nearby and gave us a
lift.

Picture: Telford Journal, 3/11/1988

Back row, left to right: Jim Dodd
(son-in-law), Henry (son), Ken
(grandson),
Walter (son), Baden (son), Charles
Smallman (son-in-law).
Front row, left to right: Fred (son),
Jack (son), Joe, Roy (grandson).

Above:
Loading
the JCB.
Right:
Lifting the
trucks
onto
Roberts
Dressing
floor.
Pictures:
Kelvin Lake,
2004.
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Future Club Trips!
by Ivor Brown

Famous tourist mines in a day:
1. Wieliczka Salt Mine
Chartered aircraft leave Leeds-
Bradford Airport for one-day trips to
Poland with an included visit to the
historic salt mine at Wieliczka,
including lunch at the mine
(underground restaurant) and a tour
of Krakow. Total cost is ~£200 per
person (security is £4 extra).

Plane leaves at 7.00am, returns by
8.30 pm, breakfast and dinner free on
board (for details ring Transun
Holidays tel 0870 4444 747).

The mine is Europes oldest working
mine, over 900 years old, it used to be
one of the world’s biggest and most
profitable industrial establishments
when common salt was commercially
a medieval equivalent of today’s oil.
The mine has a shaft with cage,
massive caverns (they claim over
2,000 caverns of various sizes),
underground chapels and salt lakes -
with fantastic water wheels, gins and
other machinery still in place. Also
mine relics covering all periods of
work from Neolithic times. The
underground tour covers about 2km
of workings.

Parts of the mine are in use as and
asthma and allergy sanatorium. The
mine is now listed by UNESCO on its
World Heritage Register.

Horse gin (above)
The 18th-century Saxon type horse
gin was used for vertical transport of
enormous salt blocks through small
mine shafts from lower levels to the
higher ones.

Four horses harnessed to the
draught-arms operated the machine.
The gear has a vertical shaft with a
cable drum at the top. Hemp ropes

were wound onto the drum. A kunszt
was an integral part of the gear. It
was a shaft top machine used for
changing the direction of ropes (from
horizontal to vertical.)

For more information on the mine
visit their web site:

www.kopalnia-wieliczka.pl/english/

2. Hallein Salt Mine, Salzburg
Unfortunately the above is as
described in a guidebook, for the
writer had to take another excursion
at the wish of his wife (it was a
Christmas present) - a tour of the
city’s sights with
lunch and time
for shopping in
the romantic

Another suggestion is to take a one-
day return flight from Leeds-Bradford
Airport to Salzburg Airport (depart
7.00am, return by 10 pm) with an
optional excursion to Hallein Salt
Mine about 7 miles away. The mine
dates from 1450 and a tourist trip
involves a cable car ride to the
mountainside entrance, underground
walking, four “human slides” (each
involving about 10 persons sitting
astride each other!), a trip across an
underground lake by boat
(under German soil!) and a
return by underground
railway, a distance of
about 2km.

2km Railway (carriage) - 360m below surface

Durrnburg Mtn.

Austria Germany

2 3

4
5

6

7

F
LM

8

1. Ropeway

Start

2

Hallein

Sketch of Hallein Salt Mine Tour (not to scale)
I.J.Brownby ropeway, walkway, slides, boat and u/g railway,

Key
1. Ropeway (cablecar)
2. Muddy Passageway
3. Slide - 30 metres

F - Frontier
4. Slide - 40 metres

M -Museum
L - Lake, 90m (boat)

5. Slide
6. Slide
7. Return to base by

railway (2km)
8. End of tour

Christmas Market. Cost is about £200
including meals - other details as
above. For pictures visit:

www.jimtardio.com/
austria-hallein.html
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they failed to reveal the real nature of
their trip.

While stating they were in Mexico as
tourists, they “carried out activities
of exploration, scientific study and
training”, Mr Salinas said.

Mexico had demanded a full
explanation of what the men were
doing in the country, with some
officials suspecting them of
searching for uranium in the caves.

Expulsion from Mexico means the
men would not be allowed to return
for a number of years.

Incident Background
Six members of the team were trapped
by floodwater inside Cueva del
Alpazat in the Cuetzalan region of
Mexico near Puebla, about 150
kilometres (90 miles) east of the
capital. They were able to talk to the
surface using a HeyPhone.

Press reports state that “They
declined local offers of rescue,
instead preferring to wait for two
specialist British divers who flew to
Mexico to escort them out”. However
it appears that once the expedition
team leader Major Steve Whitlock

Thirteen UK cavers held in Mexico
have flown home after being expelled
for visa offences. They were held
over alleged visa breaches for three
days, after six of them were trapped
for 9 days underground.

After their release, the men - four of
whom are servicemen - were escorted
to the airport by two police trucks
with dozens of armed guards.

According to sources, the mood of
the team as they finally left captivity
to start their journey home was jovial.

The Cavers held Captive
* Sergeant John Roe, RAF
* Warrant officer Charles Milton,

Royal Navy
* Sergeant Chris Mitchell, Royal

Navy
* Captain Toby Hamnett, Army
* Jonathan Sims, retired Army major
* Simon Cornhill, civilian

The Mexican authorities decided that
the men had violated their tourist
visas by being on a military training
expedition.

Armando Salinas, Mexico’s
Assistant Interior Secretary, said the
men were being expelled because

Expelled cavers return to UK
Tuesday 30th March 2004

had explained the complex nature of
the sump to the Mexican divers they
didn’t believe they could help. As a
rescue from such sump had been
practised in the UK it made sense to
wait for the UK team to arrive. They
were finally rescued on Thursday
25th March.

All the cavers were immediately
arrested on suspicion of violating
their tourist visas by carrying out a
mapping exercise.

The men have always insisted they
had done nothing wrong.

Team member Jonathan Sims, 41, said
they had been detained because of
“bureaucratic incompetence and
inefficiency”.

Mexico’s President Vicente Fox
intervened in the affair, saying he
was unhappy with explanations for
their activity in the caves

The men were members of a 13-
strong team from the Combined
Services Caving Association
(CSCA), and four are serving in the
British military.

Compiled from News Reports

South Crofty Re-opens
Japan have caused lead to be
replaced by tin for soldering
electronics, while industrial growth in
China, the world’s largest producer
and user of tin has helped raise the
price to a 14 year high. It is predicted
that in 2004 there will be a shortfall of
20,000 tonnes of tin worldwide.

News of the mine re-opening has not
gone down well in Cambourne. Local
councillors and developers want to
move away from Cornwall’s “mining
image” and replace the mine with a
new housing and leisure/tourist
development. There is even talk of
the compulsory purchase of the mine
to allow these developments to take
place.

from Professional Engineering,
Vol.17 No.8. April 28th 2004

and News reports

Baseresult Holdings, owners of
South Crofty (the last dedicated tin
mine in Europe) is set to reopen the
mine in response to a world shortage
of tin. The firm have instigated six
months of preparation work before
starting to drain the flooded
workings - estimated to take 4 years.

Mining is expected to begin before
the pumping is complete in order to
tap into the booming demand for tin.
Most of the world’s tin comes from
the Far East, increased demand has
seen prices reach a high of £5,080 per
tonne, up from £1,700 in 1991.

Baseresult expect to mine about 3,000
tonnes a year, equivalent to almost a
third of the UK domestic requirement.
Tin is in high demand due to its low
toxicity and resistance to corrosion.
Environmental laws in Europe and

Rescue Call-out
On Saturday 12th June, Members
were called to assist at Wet Sink,
English Bicknor, Forest of Dean.

A 53 year old caver from Somerset
had fallen about 20ft and broken his
leg. Gloucester CRO  started calling
in extra people about 10pm, with
Steve Holding getting a call about
11pm. Unfortunately for Steve most
of the Club members he contacted
were a little ‘worse for wear’ by then
and he could only summon 3 people.
Before they could get half-way to the
Forest we were stood-down (1am  -
Steve, travelling from Liverpool had
reached Stafford !). It seemed that the
rescue team had made good time
through the tight sections and were
already on the entrance pitches.

The caver was eventually brought to
surface at 0312 BST on Sunday 13th
June - after a 12 hour rescue.
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Dorothea Quarry Up for Sale

Dorothea Death toll rises
20th-21st March 2004

amateur divers from across the UK
despite being notoriously dangerous.

The pool is considered, by many
divers, to be the best inland dive site
in the country and possibly Europe,
due to its depth which for the
technical divers, makes it an excellent
training ground, and an interesting
place to dive.

An inquest into Mr Dean's death will
be held at a later date and a post
mortem examination was held at
Ysbyty Gwynedd on Monday, 22nd
March.

A second man in the diving party
received hospital treatment but is
expected to make a full recovery.

Underwater teams searched the
flooded 300ft deep Dorothea slate
quarry for the body of a diver who
failed to surface over the weekend of
Saturday 20th - Sunday 21st March.
Jason Steven Dean, 31, from
Wallasey, Wirral went missing during
a dive with four other people about
1130 GMT on Saturday.

Police divers using a remote
underwater vehicle eventually found
his body late on Sunday afternoon.
Mr Dean is the 21st diver to be killed
at the pool in the past decade.

The quarry lake  - up to 300ft deep in
places with a network of flooded
tunnels and sheer drops - is a
favourite training location for

Caernarfon’s Plaid Cymru MP Hywel
Williams said: “I’m glad to see it is
for sale.

“I think it is a fantastic opportunity -
if someone can spend £1.35m to buy
it and £1.35m to develop it then
potentially it is a very good business.

“I hope it will be developed as a
properly resourced diving centre and
as an area for the general public.”

Compiled from News reports

The lease holder of Dorothea Quarry,
Glyn Small, has put the quarry up for
sale following the rejection of his
plans for a diving school, this
coupled with the number of deaths at
the lake (21 divers have died in the
quarry in the last 10 years ), and his
recent ill health has prompted him to
sell.

Estate agents Strutton Parker are
handling the sale of the quarry in the
Nantlle Valley which is on the market
for £1.35m

Miners Safe after 5 days

Access to Mineral
Heritage

Their website is now operational and
can be accessed at:

www.mineral.org.uk

At present it focuses on collections
in Scotland and the North West of
England, but it will continue to be
added to over the coming years.  The
AMH team is working in partnership
with collection owners and only
publishes information with owners
approval.  Further enhancements
to the website will also take place.

The Authority has also electronically
copied some 33,500 abandonment
plans and the NCB/British Coal
photographic collection (some 22,000
photographs) held by The National
Archive at Kew. The plans and
pictures can be viewed at the
Authority’s Mining Heritage
Centre at Mansfield.  This collection
continues to be added to and
ultimately up to 60,000 NCB/BCC
photographs will be able to be
viewed. Photographers from outside
British Coal are also expressing an
interest in having their collections
incorporated into this collection with
acknowledgements.

The Authority opened its virtual
library for viewing the photographs
on 1June 2004.  There are six
dedicated PC’s available to members
of the public in 1½ hour slots.

Opening times, Monday-Friday:
  9.00 - 10.30am
10.45 - 12.15pm
  1.30 - 3.00pm
  3.15 - 4.45pm

Computers must be booked in
advance by contacting the Mining
Heritage Centre on 01623 638233 or
01623 638235.  Booking to view the
abandonment plans can also be made
on these numbers.

Ultimately both collections will be
available over the internet, but only
when the majority of people have
access to sufficiently powerful pc’s
with broadband.

Twelve Chinese miners who were
trapped underground in a flooded
coal pit for five days in the central
province of Henan were successfully
rescued on Friday 16th April.

The miners became trapped in the
state-owned Zhengzhou Coal
Industrial Corp’s mine in the town-
ship of Chaohua in Xinmin on
Sunday 11th April, 2004.

The flooding appeared to have been
caused by workers at a private mine
digging into the Chaohua mine area.

After the mine was flooded, the 12
miners found a dry place and stayed

there. They all had food and water
when they went down into the mine
so they were able to survive for the
five days by eking out the food.

It is rare in China for miners to
emerge alive after being trapped for
such a long period.

Accidents claim thousands of lives
every year in China’s mines.
Although the country is a top coal
producer, it’s mines are said to be
poorly managed.  According to
official figures, mine accidents
caused 7,197 deaths in the first 10
months of 2003 - this is the real price
of cheap coal !

News Round-Up 2
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Modern UK Mining
1. The following mines have been

awarded grants under Coal
Investment Aid Schemes until
February 2004
UK Coal; Daw Mill, Thoresby,
Welbeck, Kellingley, Harworth,
Rossington, Maltby, Ellington.
Coalpower Hatfield - £15 million
to access 7.4 million tonnes of
reserves.
Eckington Colliery - to extend
the main drift
Flacks, Hay Royds - to develop
mine augering methods and
upgrade preparation plant.
Energybuild’s Aberpergw Mine,
recovery of crossmeasure drifts
to access reserves.
Tower Colliery - application still
to be determined.

2. Planning permission for auger
mining of coal has been granted
at Blagdon, Northumberland and
for 9 gas storage caverns to be
constructed in East Riding of
Yorkshire (Aldborough and East
Garton).

3. Dorset CC have approved a plan
to remove the buildings and
equipment from Norden Ball Clay
mine (closed 199) to the new
Purbeck Mining and Mineral
Museum.

4. Owners of Watersaw Fluorspar
Mine, Derbys., have been granted
permission to access further
reserves.

based on ‘Mineral Planning’
No.98 March 2002

submitted by Ivor Brown

Minière - Fin
Originally the Eurostar was not
intended to go to Lille, but its alleged
that a group of locals bought many
hectares of land alongside the
proposed original route of the track
and refused to sell them unless the
track was diverted and they had a
guarantee of a train station, voilà Lille
European station was built.

This has now become a major
international railway station for
freight and passengers, putting Lille
at the transport ‘hub’ of north-
western Europe. This coupled with a
huge redevelopment programme has
transformed the city into a vibrant
tourist destination, noted not just for
its art and architecture but also its
cuisine. Situated in Flanders, most of
the local Flemish dishes have
unpronounceable names (like Pot’je
vleesch - a very popular dish served
cold, made of 3 meats, one of which
will be rabbit), although Moules-
frites (Mussels and chips) washed
down with some Flemish beer will
appeal to Mike Moore !

Travelling by Eurostar, it’s almost a
day trip to Lille (although it will
probably take a day just to get from
Telford to Ashford with the current
state of the railways!).

On Friday 23rd April, 2004 France
closed its last coal mine.

A final symbolic lump of coal was
dug from La Houvre mine in the town
of Creutzwald as the last 500 miners
gathered to commemorate the
closure. The French coal industry
had been losing money since it was
nationalised 50 years ago. At its peak
the industry employed 300,000
workers.

Nuclear power now provides 80 per
cent of France’s energy needs
(presumably other industries that use
coal or coal by-products will now get
their coal from abroad).

Lille European City of
Culture, 2004
Lille (pronounced “Leel”) was once
the centre of the mining industry of
northern France and heavily
industrialised. As the mining
industry collapsed unemployment in
the City ran at well over 40% and 20
years ago it had become a desolate
and run-down place with a very bleak
future.

Incredibly all this has changed -
reputedly thanks to Eurostar.

Underground Austrian Boating Accident
Five people, aged 56 to 77, were killed
and several injured when a tourist
boat with 27 German tourists from
Aachen on board capsized on
Europe’s largest subterranean lake.
The accident occurred at the
Hinterbrühl Seegrotte, about 20
kilometers (12 miles) south of the
capital Vienna.

Visitors to this popular tourist site
are taken across a 1.2 to 1.5 metre
deep lake by catamarran. The
complex is a former gypsum mine that
was requisitioned by the Nazis in
World War II and used as an
underground aircraft factory to build
one of the first jetfighters the
“Heinkel HE 162 Salamander”.

The boat (designed to carry 29

passengers) had 27 on board and
was about 150m from the entrance
when it capsized.

In the resulting panic, it appears that
those who died were trapped under
the boat. Despite the efforts of
paramedics and fire department
divers they were unable to revive
them. Other members of the group
were treated in hospital for minor
injuries and shock.

Since opening as a “Show Mine” in
the 1930s, over 10 million visitors
have been round the mine (typically
200,000 per year) and this is the first
accident.

Compiled from News reports
Monday 31st May, 2004

Hinterbrühl Seegrotte
For more information about the Show
Mine mentioned in the item to the left
visit their web site:

German version:
http://www.seegrotte.at/

English version:
http://www.seegrotte.at/seegr1e.htm

It features an interesting 360o

panorama of the lake, which you can
zoom in and out on and change
angles etc..

News Round-Up 3
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Trip Report - Westcott  Mines
28th March 2004

Members present: Nick Southwick,
Steve Holding, Peter Eggleston,
Eileen Bowen, Mike Worsfold, Andy
Browning, Kelvin Lake.

The first of an ongoing programme of
trips to check some of the smaller
Shropshire mining sites saw a small
group of members assemble at
Huglith to investigate the Westcott
Copper mines.

On the map in Account 22 there are
quite a number of adits and shafts
marked. Although many of these
were either collapsed or run-in when
surveyed in 1997.

One adit seems to have been missed
of all the club surveys and that is the
one directly off the road by the
entrance to Westcott Farm. This adit
is securely fenced, but looking
through the fencing it appears to go!

Of the other adits, 2 near to Wescott
Birches are still open, but don’t go
far and don’t appear to have changed
much since ‘97.

One of the adits has a flooded stope
on the right-hand side as you walk in
- Andy Browning decided to test his
new sandals out by walking on water,
unfortunately they were defective

Above: View into roadside adit by
entrance to Westcott Farm.

Below: Crouching Southwick, flooded stope - in the adit near to Westcott
Birches house (higher up the hill than the one near Westcott Birches gate),
with stoping above the adit. Approaching the stope there is evidence of a
tramway in the floor along with copper staining and malacite along the
baryte vein.
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and he gave Eileen a fright, as she
was worried he might sink under the
hanging wall. Andy was even more
miffed when Pete asked him to repeat
the stunt so he could video it for
posterity!

Trip Report - Westcott  Mines
28th March 2004

Working our way back round the
hillside we explored the main adit,
which leads to a shaft that is open to
surface with fill about 4m below the
adit level. Mike and Nick seemed to
think that this fill had slumped and
was further down the shaft than they
remember. Certainly the water level in
the flooded stope further into the adit
was quite low and it was possible to
look some way down the stope. Nick,
Mike and Eileen took some time-out
in one of the side passages to study
some impressive copper specimens
(malacite, azurite and pyromorphite),
there was also a nice a quartz vug at
the by entrance to this passage.

We finished the tour of Westcott by
following the hillside up to surface
stoping which probably connected
with the stope in the main adit below
- perhaps a trip here with the radio
locator would confirm this. We then
moved along the top of the hill
towards the Huglith workings -
checking out a cutting and stope that
is now filled, plus some surface
trenching that seems to be filled with
bottles!

We rounded off the day by
investigating the Huglith Main Vein
and taking advantage of the lack of
vegetation to get pictures of the
metal chimney and remains of
Westcott engien house.

Below, left: Nick Southwick in the
entrance to the small adit by the gate
to Westcott Birches.

Right: False flooring over a
‘windlass’ shaft down into a flooded
stope (main adit)

Above: Mike Worsfold
making survey notes at a
junction in Westcott Main
Adit.

Right: Eileen examines
the bottles dumped in the
surface trenching on the
hill between Westcott and
Huglith.

“How many thrupney bits
would I get for these?”

Pictures: 2004,
Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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AIA Hatfield Conference 2004, 13th to 15th August
Call for Seminar Papers

discussion. Papers should either
present recent, previously
unpublished, research, or make a
contribution towards the philosophy,
methodology or other similar aspect
of industrial archaeology. Suitable
papers will be considered for
publication in Industrial Archaeology
Review.

Potential contributors are invited to
contact the co-ordinator, at the
address below as soon as possible.

The closing date for offers will be
30th May 2004. Offers of papers
should be accompanied by a
synopsis of approximately 150 words.

Responses to:-
Dr Robert Carr, 127 Queen's Drive,
London N4 2BB,
e-mail seminar.aia@ntlworld.com.

Conferences, Events
and Research

Theme: Recent Research and
Thinking in Industrial Archaeology

Papers with a theme relating to
industrial archaeology in
Hertfordshire and the Lea Valley will
be especially welcome, but any topic,
British or world-wide, will be
considered.

The Association’s annual seminar
will be held as usual on the first
Friday of its conference, which in
2004 will be Friday, 13th August. The
venue is the DeHavilland campus of
the University of Hertfordshire, at
Hatfield, and the main conference
runs from Friday, 13th August to
Sunday 15th August, with an
additional programme of visits and
lectures extending to 19th August. If
necessary, there will be parallel
sessions of the seminar.

Papers are invited on the above
theme, of approximately 20 minutes
duration, each of which will be
followed by up to 10 minutes

In 2005, July 8-10, NAMHO will be
holding its annual conference in the
south-east of England, at Dorking in
Surrey. The venue, close to cross
channel links and major regional
airports, provides an ideal
opportunity to bring together mining
historians from across Europe.

As part of the conference it is
intended to hold a seminar on ‘The
Common Aspects of European
Mining History’. The seminar would
include perhaps six papers on
aspects of mining history which are
not confined by national borders and
reflect a common interest in mining
be it for metals, coal or stone. There
will be the opportunity to network
and establish working relationships
with other mining historians from
across the continent.

If you are interested in attending
contact:  Peter Claughton

P.F.Claughton@exeter.ac.uk

NAMHO 2005

Worth a Visit - Moira
Furnaces

The March 2004 meeting of the
NAMHO Council was held at
Donisthorpe ‘Miners Welfare’ and
Country Park near Measham, Leics.

Adjoining the Country Park and
restored canal is the Moira Furnace, a
substantial building in blast from
c1805 to 1850, it used iron ore from
the adjacent ‘Ironstone Spinney’.

This area also has a magnificent but
small brick-built Newcomen engine
house (beam dated 1805) now a
dwelling but reminiscent of
Pontesford engine houses, also a
battery of restored line kilns (7 in
number). Open at all times and well
worth seeing.

Ivor Brown

The Lead Legacy
The Peak District National Park,
English Nature and English Heritage
have collaborated on producing a
leaflet entitled “the Lead Legacy” -
our heritage, our environment, our
future”. This A3 foldout leaflet talks
about the importance of our lead
mining heritage, and gives a very
brief historical backgrounds to lead
mining in the Peak District and to the
“lead rakes” project. One side of the
leaflet roughly shows where some of
the lead veins are, plus 4 major points
of interest - Tideslow Rake/High rake,
Lathkill Dale/Bateman’s House,
Magpie Mine and the Peak District
Mining Museum.

Although it talks about conserving
mining ‘hillocks’ (waste tips) the
leaflet admits that recent surveys
show that three-quarters of such
features have been lost already. This
is where the “lead Rakes” project
comes in - it’s aim is to preserve the
special plant communities growing
on the waste tips and by careful land
management and offering advice to
farmers hopes to conserve the
surviving evidence for the future.

Hidden Earth 2004
This years Hidden Earth is being held
at the Brewery Arts Centre, Kendal
over the weekend 1st to 3rd October
(yes, it clashes yet again with the
Club AGM and dinner!!). This well
equipped venue has three purpose
built theatres, three bars and a
quality restaurant en-suite, along
with many other features.

The event will be extended this year
to start on Wednesday 29th
September with field events based on
the Dalesbridge Centre (currently up
for sale!) at Austwick - has had the
bunkhouse reserved along with
camping space from Wednesday
evening for field trips/caving trips on
Thursday and Friday.

The main conference will have all the
usual features - SRT competition,
Photography salon, video, AV, Art,
Cartoons and Stomp. Ben Lyon is the
guest speaker at the Conference
dinner, followed by China Caves
Spectacular.

For more information and booking
forms visit the web site:

www.hidden-earth.org.uk
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On the 14th May, a number of club
members who are also “Friends of St.
Aidans Draglines” (Stuart Tomlins,
Peter Eggleston, Mike Moore, Kelvin
Lake) visited Harworth Colliery,
Nottinghamshire (it’s just on the
border with Yorkshire). This is one of
the few deep mines still working in
Britain and operated by UK Coal.

The mine is particularly interesting
because of its tower mounted friction
winder. This is a 4,000KW motor
driving 4 ropes winding skips. Each
skip holds 27.5 tonnes of coal and it
can wind 800 tonnes per hour - when
you stand by the shaft as the skips
are being wound the speed of
operation is absolutely stunning!

The new headgear and winder were
installed in 1989 by Qualter Hall. The
headgear was actually built over the
top of the original headframe, hence
the tower is now far higher than it
needs to be (72m). The shaft was first
sunk in 1922 and is 6.81m diameter
and 960m deep.

From the top of the winding tower
you get some superb views of the
colliery complex, including the long
waste conveyor that leads to the
colliery tip.

After lunch at Harworth, the group
travelled up to Markham steam
museum to see a number of
interesting steam engines in
operation - all running on steam
powered by wood chippings at a
garden centre. When they are not
driving steam engines the boilers are
used to heat greenhouses.

On the way home we took a slight
detour to call in at Clipstone Colliery,
the pit buildings and headframes are
still standing, but becoming
increasingly derelict. We also visited
Annersley Colliery - most of the
buildings have been demolished and
only the smaller headframe (with the
‘A’ on it) survives. In amongst the
dereliction it was interesting to see
the ventilation fan still standing in
the ruins of its building.

Harworth Colliery
- Surgery to the
right with 72m
high tower winder
in background.

Left: Tensioning wheels on the
floor below the motor of the
4,000KW Tower friction winder.

Below: The Winding engine - it
operates entirely automatically,
winding 800 tonnes of coal per
hour in two 27.5 tonne skips.

Left: View from
the top of the
tower of the
waste conveyor
and rail and road
loading area.
The rail loading
takes place
under the large
building middle-
left.

Right: Remains of the
ventilation fan at

Annersley Colliery.

Pictures: 2004, Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings

Harworth Colliery Visit
with Friends of St.Aidans
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www.iarecordings.org

Mining Videos

For more details about videos
contact:

I.A.Recordings,
PO Box 476, Telford, TF8 7RH

Events, News and Videos

Land of Poets, Scholars
and Mines

£12.95 - VHS (£10 to Club Members)
Mining is not the first subject that
springs to mind when thinking of Ireland.
Yet it is indeed a 'mining gem of a
country', managing to combine its well-
known magnificent scenery with many
unique remains and no less than three
working zinc mines!

Produced to follow the itinerary of the
2003 NAMHO Conference, this tape is a
brief tour of some of the best sites, both
surface and underground.
Running time: 47 mins.

Also Available on DVD-R, £14.95
(£12.00 to Club Members)

Latest release from I.A.Recordings:

Drakelow
£12.95 - VHS (£10 to Club Members)
DVD-R, £14.95 (£12 to Club Members)
Many Club Members have visited
Drakelow over the years and been
privileged to explore some of the areas
which are now out-of-bounds due
corrosion of the metalwork in the roof.

This recording shows an exploration of
the whole complex, starting in the Rover
factory area with remains such as the
original blast doors, time office, an
electric truck, the battery room, a
laboratory and the massive ventilation
fan. The 1960s period is represented by a
canteen,  dormitories, offices and a BBC
studio. The 1980s-90s relics include
shower rooms, the generator hall and the
fallout decontamination facility, together
with another BBC studio and a kitchen
with its stainless steel equipment
virtually unused.

Written by Kelvin Lake, based on the
book “Drakelow Unearthed” by Paul
Stokes.                  Running time: 28 mins.

Pembrokeshire: the forgotten coalfieldGeology of the Wolverhampton &
Telford District
British Geological Survey, Map Sheet
E153 (Wolverhampton), Map 1:50,000
scale £11, Sheet explanation (book)
£9, Book & Map together £18 - has
the Iron Bridge on the front cover.

A Pitman’s Anthology
On 19th March 2004 the Directors of
the Wolf Safety Lamp Company held
a reception at the National Coal
Mining Museum to launch a new
book “A Pitman’s Anthology”
compiled by William Maurice. It
comprises over 50 extracts on mining
life, including many of the
Derbyshire/Notts and South
Yorkshire area by various, often
famous authors, collected by William
Maurice during his lifetime (1872-
1951). In fact it was almost complete
by 1930 but William never considered
any time in the 1930s and 40s to be
the right time to publish.

William was a mining engineer who
devoted his life to safety in the field
of electrical mining engineering. By
1890 he was manager of Tibshelf
Colliery and then Hucknall. By 1911
he had started his own company
making safe lamps and this later
became the world famous company
mentioned above.

He wrote many papers on the subject
of electricity in mining, and some are
on display at the museum (together
with many examples of the
company’s lamps past and present).

For the present book William’s
daughter Monica (who ran the
company for many years before her
recent death) helped prepare an
introduction and Billy, one of his
twin sons, has produced an
interesting story of his grandfathers
life. His twin brother John now runs
the company.

The book is hardback, 308 pages (240
x 185 mm) and contains over 50
illustrations. Price £25 (including
postage and packing) from James &
James, Publishers Ltd. Telephone
020-7482 8888.

Ivor Brown

by Martin Connop  Landmark
Publishing, 2004. 256 pp, 32 plates.
ISBN 1-84306-127-9. £17.95 pb.

At long last, a comprehensive
account of the history of the
Pembrokeshire coalfield. This
anthracite producing area, active
from at least the mid 13th century
until 1951, has been largely ignored
in histories of the Welsh coalfield.
This new book complements the
authors earlier work 'Industrial
Saundersfoot' and explains in detail

the development of mining in the
whole field. It is based on many years
research, culminating last year in the
award of a PhD. in history at the
University of Wales, Swansea, for
the thesis on which this book is
based. I would recommend the book
to anyone interest in coal and/or the
history of mining in Wales. It is
informative, readable, and, above all,
accurate; a good example of a well
written coalfield history.

Peter Claughton
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Diary Dates 2004Club Officers

12th-16th July: NSS Convention,
Marquette, Michigan, USA.
23rd-25th July: NAMHO 2004,
Coniston. Details: www.catmhs.co.uk

13th-15th August: AIA Annual
Conference, Hatfield, Herts.
21-30th August: Craven PC Gaping
Gill winch meet.
29th August: Columns Open Day,
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu.

11th-24th September: Miners Roll of
Honour exhibition, Dean Heritage
Museum, Soudley, Forest of Dean.

29th September - 1st October: Pre-
Conference trips for Hidden Earth, at
the Dalesbridge Centre, Austwick.
1st-3rd October: Hidden Earth 2004 -
the annual BCRA Conference.

1st October: Club AGM
2nd October: Annual Dinner (?)
22nd-25th October: 20th SUICRO
Symposium, Clonmel Arms Hotel,
Clonmel, Co. Tipperary.

2005
5th-9th June: Centenary of flotation
symposium, Brisbane, Australia. Visit
the web site:  www.ausimm.com.au
17th-19th June: FoD Caving
Symposium IV, English Bicknor/

8th-10th July: NAMHO
2005,Dorking, Surrey.

Practising bolting techniques  ....

whirrr
tap - tap !

more bolts  .....

chink - chink !

another drill battery ... !

chink - tap - chink - tap !

more bolts  ..... more ... more !

more drill batteries ... !
Zzsszsszs!

Zzt !

bolts and batterycoming down ... There you go ...

one custom built

spiral staircase !

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

Tackle: Ian Cooper

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Eileen Bowen

Secretary: Mike Davies
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Training Officer: Ian Davies

Conservation & NAMHO
Rep: Steve Holding


